
WHY CGI? 

 Unique blockchain methodology and

accelerators

 Partnerships with start-ups and

blockchain solution providers (Skuchain,

Conpend, Bigchain DB, Microsoft, etc.)

 Deep relationships with potential network

participants

 Six onshore and offshore delivery

centers with expertise in emerging

technology design and development to

bring greater value to engagements

 Established relationships with global and

industry-specific business development

and other organizations (R3 consortium,

BAFT, ICC, FINRA, ACT-IAC, GBA etc.)

 Global project portfolio footprint and

deep domain expertise across multiple

industries and disciplines

 Platform agnostic

INDUSTRY SEGMENTS 

 Trade

 Government

 Utilities

 Identity

 Energy

 Financial Services
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Blockchain solutions  
for digital acceleration 

e see organizations looking to the benefits of 

blockchain to promote trust in accuracy of data 

and transactions, increase business efficiencies, 

and reduce risk by eliminating fraud. CGI helps 

organizations harness the power of blockchain technology 

across industry segments, bringing expertise in designing 

and implementing blockchain solutions. 

Blockchain technology is growing in use and applicability across industries. 

It is not all about blockchain, however – AI, robotics, IoT sensors, and edge 

computing all work together with blockchain in solving business problems. 

We see global standards developing as blockchain transforms into more of 

a network of networks, bringing together information, automation, and 

intelligence.  

DELIVERING BLOCKCHAIN TO ACCELERATE YOUR DIGITAL 

JOURNEY 

We create, deliver, optimize and manage blockchain solutions through our 

network, governance and operations offerings. From strategy and 

governance to network management, CGI brings the domain expertise to 

deliver transformative blockchain solutions for business and government. 

Our solutions include: 

 Blockchain education – We provide guidance sessions for clients in

all industries and sectors. Our network of experts have deep experience

delivering thought leadership and strategic studies on blockchain and

distributed ledger technology (DLT) use in banking, government, energy

and utilities sectors.

 Blockchain industry use case builder - We work closely with clients

to apply our unique methodology to create and test use cases for

blockchain application across industries. We maintain an agnostic

stance and harness our partnerships with global and industry-specific

business development and other organizations, such as R3 consortium,

BAFT, ICC, FINRA, and others.

 Blockchain Proof of Value (PoV) - We develop your structured use

case into a testable solution that demonstrates value. We use client

workshops to create the concept and develop the PoV. We apply

blockchain protocol knowledge and expertise to identify the right type of

solution, including Corda, Hyperledger Fabric, Ethereum, and more.
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ABOUT CGI  

Founded in 1976, CGI is among the largest 

IT and business consulting services firms in 

the world. Operating in hundreds of 

locations across the globe, CGI delivers an 

end-to-end portfolio of capabilities, from IT 

and business consulting to systems 

integration, outsourcing services and 

intellectual property solutions. CGI works 

with clients through a local relationship 

model complemented by a global delivery 

network to help clients achieve their goals, 

including becoming customer-centric digital 

enterprises. 
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For more information about CGI, visit 

cgi.com, or email us at info@cgi.com. 

 Blockchain scale and governance - We partner with our clients to 

develop and implement the business critical services and governance 

required to participate in blockchain networks. We help clients incubate 

solutions with our blockchain strategy and governance models. 

 Blockchain ecosystem integration - We manage and integrate 

blockchain network partners to ensure the operational effectiveness of 

the blockchain solution. We have the expertise to integrate blockchain 

solutions with AI, machine learning, and intelligent automation offerings. 

OUR BLOCKCHAIN SOLUTIONS BRING VALUE 

 Business efficiencies: With the right application, blockchain can bring 

significant business benefits including increased trust and efficiencies 

and speed in transactions, reduced spend, and enhanced security and 

transparency. We bring accelerators to the table to drive even greater 

efficiencies. 

 Best practices and partnerships: Clients benefit from CGI’s 

application of best practices and partnerships for cutting-edge solutions 

that bring the best and latest that blockchain technology has to offer. 

We have deep partnerships with multiple blockchain providers. Our 

workshop-based approach brings alignment and strategy to designing 

blockchain solutions. 

 Fast time to value: Our rapid solution proof of value (PoV) approach 

allows clients to test and adjust business concepts and blockchain 

solutions, leveraging our vast subject matter expertise across industries 

and technologies. 

 Access to the experts: Our clients have access to leading blockchain 

thought leaders and benefit from our expert, agnostic stance in 

consulting engagements. Our expertise spans industries, including 

government, utilities, supply chain, financial services, trade, and more. 

WHY CGI? 

Our world continues to evolve at a rapid pace, and the speed of change is 

accelerating. Organizations are experiencing the pressure to digitally 

transform as their stakeholders, leadership, customers and citizens demand 

more. In response, organizations must create competitive products and 

services quickly. Innovation and collaboration are critical business 

capabilities that leverage emerging technologies to create new business 

models, products and services. CGI has the talent, scale, reach and end-to-

end services to help clients link emerging technologies with legacy systems 

and processes to succeed with their digital transformation efforts. We meet 

clients where they are, and get them where they need to be. 

 


